ZANEX
PAYS GELLER
OVER
$350,000
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The Australian-based mining company
Zanex, paid magician and mentalist Uri
Geller $US250,000 (over $A350,000) for
his advice on where to look for gold in
the Solomon Islands and near Maldon in
Victoria .
He was also granted an option to
take up 1,250,000 Zanex shares at 20c
each by 5th June, 1987.
Zanex brought Uri Geller and his
assistant Schipi Strang to Australia in
October, 1985. He was taken to the old
gold mining town of Maldon in central
Victoria
by Zanex
director, Peter
Sterling.
There Geller had long discussions
with Zanex geologist Alan Svansio.
It
is believed Geller did not reveal anything about the Maldon area not already
known by geologists.
Geller then visited
the Solomon
Islands for the opening of Zanex•s Mavu
gold mine in November last year.
Zanex brought a twin-engine plane to
the Solomon Islands at considerable expense to fly Geller over the Solomon
Islands. Geller indicated three areas
which he believed had potential.
Uri Geller has no qualifications as
a geologist but is a talented magician
with a reputation for being able to
convince people he has psychic powers.
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CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS
Geller Story Continued
Uri Geller made international news
in the early 1970s with demonstrations
of spoon bending, watch starting, and
alleged extra-sensory perception.
Since then magicians such as James
Randi have shown his supposed metal
bending abilities are merely tricks accomplished by sleight of hand, his
claims of having been tested under rigorous scientific conditions are false,
and that his claimed "telepathic" abilities are merely well-known magician's
"mentalist~ tricks.
Professor
such as
Psychologists
David Marks and Richard Kammann have
shown that Uri Geller has the same sensory powers as any other normal human
being,but state he is trickier than
most people in the way he uses them.
The latest book on Uri Geller was
written by Australian Skeptics magic
Titled
Harris.
Ben
consultant,
"Gellerism Revealed", its photos and
accompanying text teach the reader how
to do Geller's tricks.
In the past couple of years, the
media has carried articles on Geller's
latest claims of psychic prospecting.
After reading one of these articles,
Zanex director Peter Sterling met Uri
Geller in London in May, 1985. He was
impressed by Geller and later in 1985
watched Geller perform on stage at the
Young President's Club in San Diego.
About the same time, Geller's stage
by the Bay Area
act was observed
(San Francisco). After the
Skeptics
performance Bay Area Skeptics magician
Bob Steiner met Geller, and the two
magicians posed for this photo.
•rhe Bay Area Skeptics then watched
Bob Steiner repeat Geller's act and
explain how the tricks were done. The
impressed with
not
were
Skeptics
Geller's claim.
Peter Sterling was impressed with
Geller however, and negotiated a fee of
to
Geller to come
$US250,000 for
Australia and the Solomon Islands.
Geller came to the Solomon Isla~ds
after Zanex had already located a
potential gold mining area downstream
from Gold Ridge on Guadalcanal Island
in .the Solomons.
the SKEP~IC

Uri Geller

&

Bob Steiner.

Fellow magicians in a moment of camaraderie.
At the opening of Zanex's mine,
with
Geller entertained the guests
magic tricks and even bent a spoon
being hel.d by the Prime Minister of the
Solomon Islands, Sir Peter Keniloreao
Another Australian Skeptics magic
consultant, professional magician Tim
Ellis, was briefed on the matter. Tim
was winner of the close-up magic award
at the twentieth Australian Convention
of Magicians in June this year.
Peter
Tim spent two hours with
Sterling showing how Geller's tricks
were only magic,but could not persuade
Sterling to his viewpointo
Gary Wiseman in "People" magazine
wrote that Geller has located minerals
for Britain's Rio-Tinto Zinc Corporation (RTZ), and John Pinkney claimed that
Geller's biggest client was RTZ.
RTZ have informed the Australian
Skeptics in writing that Geller has not
been employed by them in any capacity.
The financial newspapers are reporting that several large shareholders are
seeking to have two of the current
Zanex directors replaced and another
three elected.
One wonders if Geller foresaw these
developments.
Jun e 1986
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Sponsor of Psychic Dentist
Gets Bent Spoon Award

by Mark Plummer
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and his

wife Margaret will be in Chatswood to painlessly fill your cavities, straighten your
teeth and help you with any other health problems.

~

Thursday. March 13th. 7pm (II a possible 2nd niaht)
Bailey Theatre. Town Hall. Victoria Ave. Chatswood - $20.
As Bro. Willard requests an audience of no more than 300, admission will be by
ticket only. These are available from the New Awareness Centre, 14 Thomas St,
Ghatswood, 2067 - personally, or by mail. Send stamped SA[ with cheque or
money order for $20 per ticket, made payable to New Awereness Centre.

Enquiries

• 12 2609.

The above advertisement appeared in
the March-April 1986 issue of "Southern
Crossings" magazine.
Naturally we were interested. I asked Barry Williams to locate a dozen
people with current dental problems but
he could only find four.
These four were then fully examined
and x-rayed by dentists. They then went
to Willard Fuller's advertised meeting.
The first ninety minutes consisted
of a pep talk from Margaret and Willard
Fuller. The talk was in the standard
format of "healing" evangelical Christians. It was full of anecdotes, stories
of miraculous healing
of
un-naned
people in distant places, and appeals as
to the powers of God. The best story
was of a 66-year old lady who grew
thirty-two new teeth in seventeen days.
Willard Fuller frequently claimed
that
"God's
filling
teeth
here
tonight". He urged the audience to partic;ipate
with cries of "Amen" and
"Praise the Lord". Thus he used the
standard
evangelical techniques
of
involvement, suspension of disbelief,
extravagant claims, and appeal to the
authority of "the Lord".
To an objective observer such lengthy talks seem boring,repititious and
even childish. But they are essential
to build atmosphere and a sense of anticipation for the "healing session".
After the talk everyone filed past
Willard Fuller and his wife. The two
tapped everyone' s head and said "In the
name of Jesus be every whit whole".
the SKEPTIC

Willard Fuller claimed the miracles
would take up to three weeks to work.
By the end of three weeks Willard
Fuller would be out of town.
Willard then inspected mouths for
signs that "healing had started", and
found evidence in several mouths that
healing had indeed started.
After the meeting our four
had
their teeth re-examined. There had been
no discernable improvement.
The Michael Willesee television programme then interviewed Willard Fuller
about
his
claims. A
close-up of
Fuller's teeth on the programme revealed them to be unsightly and rotten!
After
the
Wille see
programme
Willard Fuller then refused to answer
further media enquiries. He went on to
Canberra, Melbourne and Adelaide.
At the Melbourne meeting, dentist Dr
John
Messner
publicly
challenged
Fuller.
According to "New Life" newspaper,
Fuller looked in someone's mouth with
his flashlight. He announced "This man
had a broken tooth.It is not completely
repaired yet but the white colouring
has started to reappear."
Dr Messner ran up the stairs to this
"miracle healing".
Words were exchanged. Fuller came to
the front and sought to dismiss John
Messner as an "unbeliever". He related
the story
of some past "miracle",
"but", he added, "unbelievers stay as
they are".
continued
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demanded the right of
Dr Messner
reply. Fuller handed the microphone
across.
"If God was going to heal teeth," Dr
Messner said, "He could create new
ones. He wouldn't need
just to put in
a filling. When Naaman was healed of
his leprosy, his flesh became like that
of a little child again.
"I have been a dentist", Dr Messner
continued, "in the one area for 26
years. I would like to see you, sir,
(looking at the Rev. Willard Fuller) ·
stay 26 days in the one place."
A few claps.
Fuller asked which
church
John
Messner attended, probably hoping he
would say Baptist. After all Fuller
made it abundantly clear that "they
don't know everything". John Messner
simply replied that he was a Bible-believing Christian.
Another person said they had a lump
that had now disappeared. Crowds gathered around Fuller as he gazed into one
mouth after another.
Mrs Fuller started to talk to Dr
Messner but her husband interrupted his
healing session to tell her not to
waste her time on "unbelievers"
John Messner commented that he had
incredibly expensive lighting in his
surgery, yet even under such favourable
conditions it is sometimes difficult to
make
a correct
diagnosis. Willard
Fuller, with a flashlight, a mirror,
and no dental training, can hardly be
accurate in his diagnosis.
Willard Fuller claims that he is an
alchemist and can transmute decaying
matter into silver or gold fillings by
rearranging the atom~with God's power.
Willard Fuller's claims have been ·
investigated before.
The
LewistonClarkston Dental Society in Idaho USA
in 1971 asked dentist Dr Russell Radke
to investigate Fuller's claims.
Dr Radke photographed 30 people who
were to be in the healing line - both
before and after. Of the 10 healings
claimed none stood up to dental examination.
Miraculous gold fillings turned out
to be tobacco stains. Silver fillings
turned to gold were found to be silver
still. A lady who claimed a miraculous
silver filling on the lower right molar
later remembered a dentist had put it
there sometime previously.
o
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Dr
Radke's
full
refutation of
Fuller's miracles will be found in the
book, "Rattling the Gates", by Roland
Hegstad.
An estimated 400
attended Fuller's
session in Sydney (at $20), about 140
in Canberra
(at $10), and 400 in
Melbou'rne (at $40). No reason was given
for the variation in admittance prices.
He also conducted clinics in Brisbane
and Adelaide. Thus $30000 - $40000 was
collected in a few weeks in Australia.
I made a complaint to the NSW Dental
Board in respect of Willard Fuller's
advertisement. An information was laid
by the Dental Registrar alleging that:
on or about 13 March, 1986, Willard
F 1.1ller, not being a dentist registered
under the NSW Dentists Act, 1934, advertised himself to be a dentist and a
person willing and capable to perform
acts, to wit, fill cavities and straighten teeth, the performance of which
forms part of the practice of dentistry.
The matter was heard in Sydney on 26
March. (1) Mrs Erwin of the "Southern
Crossings"
magazine,
gave evidence
relating to her involvement in the
actual publication of the advertisement; (2) an inspector from the professional boards gave evidence regarding
telephone conversations with Rev. Bro.
Fuller; and (3)
Mr Farmer,
legal
officer with the Health Department,
gave evidence of an interview with the
Fullers.
During the interview with Mr Farmer
the Fullers indicated that they had
orally agreed with a Mr Lionel Fifield
of the Findhorn Festival Group to tour
Australia. Part of this agreement was
that Mr Fifield would promote the tour.
To assist Mr Fifield in this endeavour,
the Fullers sent to Mr Fifield press
clippings and other material written
about their previous performances. This
material was sent by Mr Fifield to Mrs
Erwin, following an agreement between
them that Mrs Erwin would handle the
"Sydney end of the tour". Mrs Erwin
used that material as a basis for drafting the advertisement
The magistrate held that there was a
prima facie case established.
Both Mr and Mrs Fuller gave evidence
for the defence. Neither of them contradicted the substance of the above
evidence. During their cross examination, it was also revealed that no efforts were undertaken by the Fullers to
continued
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ensure that their Australian agents did
not rely upon the information in the
material when promoting the tour. The
defence a~gued: (1) no knowledge of advertisement prior to publication; (2)
never held himself out to be a dentist
the material being merely media reports; and (3) that s.11 of the Act was
designed to catch charlatans, not per"gifts", such as faith
with
sons
healers.
They did not bring any person who
they had "cured".
The magistrate held that the material had been forwarded to the Fullers'
agent for the purpose of promoting the
tour. The magistrate further held that
no action was taken by Rev. Fuller to
ensure that his agents did not rely
upon the material as a basis for promoting his tour. The magistrate also held
that s.12 was applicable to this fact
situation.
The magistrate found the offence
proven against Reverend Brother Willard
Fuller. However, regard was had to his
previous good character and, without
proceeding to a conviction, the information was dismissed pursuant to s.556A

of tl).e Crimes Act, 1900. The defendant
was ordered to pay professional costs
of $400 and witness expenses of $35.
The Manager of the Complaints Unit
(NSW),
Department
Health
the
of
Merrilyn Walton, stated that the case
is viewed as a success from the Health
Department's point of view. The case is
a good precedent . for future advertisements which infringe upon similar laws.
It will be especially useful in matters
where the advertisee denies any prior
knowledge of the advertisement.
The decision in this case is typical
of the approach of the Australian judicial system to cases involving paranormal claims. If you defraud many people
with a false claim of a paranormal
nature of a grand total of thousands of
dollars, you can expect a bond if you
are brought to court.
How much of Fuller's takings went to
his Australian sponsor - The Findhorn
Festival Group - is unknown. However to
Findhorn
The
highlight their role
Festival Group were awarded our Annual
Bent Spoon award for promoting psychic
and reviving the ancient
dentistry
alchemy.
of
pseudoscience

AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS BENT SPOON AWARD
the SKEPTIC
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Can God Fill Teeth?
"Wlnard Fuller, God's own
filler of teeth, stands
before them all... even
the moderately shakey
of faith can expect to
receive."

"What perhaps brought
the most excitement
were the cases when
a filling could be
'seen' coming Into
the mouth."
-

-

Florida Times Union

"Even In this odd era
the headline Is a

"By this time people
were exclaiming all
around the auditorium,
eager to show others
their gold and silver
fillings. Two women
pointed to empty
spaces In their mouths
where new teeth were
growing in."
-

San Jose Mercury News

grabber, 'Can God FIii
Teeth?' Over the photo
ot... whlte-haired,
crinkle-eyed...
WIiiard Fuller, whose

calling Is 'Spiritual
Dental Healing'."
-

San Francisco Chronicle

Palm Beach Post

An Evening of Spiritual Dental
Healing and Healing of Maladies,
Malfunctions, & Malformities with

Willard & Margaret Fuller
Monday, May 12, 1986, 7:00 p.m.
NEW YORK

Aquarian Foundation
Universalist Church
Central Park West at 76th Street
New York, New York
For information & reservations call:
(212) 460-5820
We reserve the right to refuse admission to anyone

the SKEPTIC
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS NEWS
Reorganisation of
Australian Skeptics
After being National President for
five and a half years, Mark Plummer
decided to stand down. Victoria had
also been responsible for the National
Secretariat since the formation of the
Australian Skeptics, and the National
Committee
felt it was time for a
change.
Consequently
the
National
Secretariat has bsen transferred to the
New South Wales Branch, the postal
address is PO Box 575, Manly, NSW,
2095.
The new National President is Mr
Barry Williams, the former Chairman of
the NSW
Branch. The new
National
Secretary is Tim Mendham. All correspondence should be sent to the new
address. The only exception is items
for "the Skeptic", library, and archives, which should be sent to GPO Box
1555P, Melbourne, Vico 30010 All newspaper clippings
should be sent to
Melbourne, as they are used for "the
Skeptic". "the Skeptic" will continue
to be produced in Melbourne, but dispatched from Sydney.
If you would like to assist with
typing and/or photos for "the Skeptic"
please advise the Victorian Committee.
If you would like to assist in the dispatch of "the Skeptic" please advise
the National Committee.

Return Addresses
National Secretariat
PO Box 575
MANLY NSW 2095

"the Skepic" & Archives
GPO Box 1555P
MELBOURNE VIC 3001

the SKEPTIC

Geelong Skeptics
Investigation
Geelong has a new Skeptics Society.
The nineteen-member group (The Deakin
Skeptics Society) is based at Deakin
University, although anyone is welcome
to join.
The group was formed partly because
of the Australian Skeptics visit to
Deakin last year and partly because of
a common interest in scepticism amongst
some of the Deakin community.
The Deakin Skeptics made a visiting
faith-healer the subject of its first
investigation. Baptist Pastor Gordon
Gibbs appeared at Matthew
Flinders
Girls' High School for four meetings,
from Friday 25th to Sunday 27th A9ril.
To quote his .advertising literature
"Pastor Gibbs is a man who has been
used by God to bring healing-spirit,
mind and body to many people in many
countries." The literature quotes testimonials from past participants and
states "miracle healings
are they
fact or fiction? Come and judge for
yourself."
~he Deakin Skeptics Society challenged Pastor Gibbs to prove the validity of faith-healing. The Australian
Skeptics $20,000 faith-healing
offer
would be conducted in a Melbourne laboratory using medical specialists examining up to 20 volunteers, before, curing and after faith-healing.
At this stage we have not heard
whether the challenge has been accepted.
The challenge was reported in the
Geelong Advertiser on April 28th and
followed up by a letter to the editor
on May 5th by Brett Paatsch, Co-President of the Deakin Skeptics Society,
supporting the challenge, and warning
the public to seek medical attention
for serious illnesses.
June 1986
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Skeptics Easter Convention Report
The second annual convention held at
Monash University at Easter proved a
great success with speeches on a wide
range of topics.
We were privileged to have Professor
Paul Kurtz, Chairman of CSICOP to deliver the
opening
address, with Dr
Anthony Garrett, Foundation president
of the Cambridge University Skeptics to
follow him.
Also attendiii;:J th e c o nvention wer e
the American Skeptics Halley's Comet
tour party. They added much to the
lively
discussions and generally a
great time was had by all .
Mark Plummer, National president of
the Australian Skeptics, welcomed the
special guests and convention participants, then announced the 1985 winner
of our Bent Spoon Award, the Findhorn
Foundation.
Findhorn decided last year to invite
to Australia
the Reverend
Brother
Willard Fuller., a psychic dentist from
America. The Rev. Brother ministered to
a packed house in Sydney charging $20
for the privilege of participating in
painless psychic dentistry.
The Sydney Skeptics arranged for
four people with dental problems to be
examined and x-rayed then attend the
psychic dentistry session " There was no
improvement some weeks later/ and the
Rev. Bro. Willard Fuller. had moved on.
Mark challenged Findhorn to give the
Skeptics three months notice of the arrival of an overseas psychic in order
for us to prepare a free report of our
investigation into their claims.
Mark then introduced Professor Paul
Kurtz to speak on "CSICOP - A World
View".
Professor
Kurtz said CSICOP was
founded in 1976 when a number of scientists and skeptics recognised
that
beli e f in
the so-called paranormal
seemed to be growing worldwide. Since
1978 CSICOP has helpe d to form cognate
groups in many countries of the world.
He told us about the Society of
Psychical Research
(SPR), a skeptical
group founded in Great Britain i~ 1882
which hoped to test psychic claims. An
American branch of the SPR was founded
in 1884. He detailed their work which
exposed many frauds over the years, but
be lief in the paranormal continued to
flourish.
the SKEPTIC

by Anne Tuohy
Professor Kurtz
said CSICOP was
formed to help counter the sensationalised publicity given to the paranormal,
UFOlogy, astrology, etc by the media.
CSICOP's mandate is to encourage and
publicise inquiries into
paranormal
claims, to keep an open mind, and to
investigate
dispassionately
without
prejudicing the issues.
Dr Anthony Garrett next spoke on
CSICOP in England.
The Cambridge group was founded in
J.983 by Dr Garrett and an associate,
nicrui ting members at the start of the
academic year. Their activities include
meetings with guest speakers, talks
giv,~ n in local schools and encouraging
libraries throughout England to subscribe to the Skeptical Inquirer.
In June 1985 they held their first
conference
at
University
College,
London.
The subject of the next talk by Dean
Anthony was
"Astrology
Columns in
Australia - an Intellectual Perspective". Dean compared the astrology columns in many major newspapers for the
week July 15-19,1986.
Out of 264 comparisons, four were
vaguely in agreement, 43, whilst not
contradictory,
were non-related and
hard to compare dire ctly, and there
were 200 examples of direct contradiction.
Dean gave many fascinating and amusing examples from various papers. He
also found that some of the astrologe rs
repeat themselves for different star
signs, even on the same day.
Barry Williams, Chairman of the NSW
Skeptics, spoke next on "Astrology The Business". He gave an amusing and
entertaining account of attempts to define
astrology as a "science", an
"art", a "craft'i or possibly a business.
Barry asked
what is the agency
through which the influence of the sun,
moon, and the planets manifests itse lf?
He skilfully ruled out the known forces
- strong and weak nucl e ar forces, gravitational and electromagnetic forcesleaving only an "unknown" force.
He said numerous studies have shown
the inaccuracy of astrologicl predictions. So many major ' world events are
missed, e.go Mexico City earthquake,
JAL and Air India plane crashes, the
continued
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Live Aid concert, but still astrologers
thrive whilst
gullible people seek
their wares.
Next Paul Kurtz reported on CSICOP's
call for astrology disclaimers to accompany astrology columns in newspapers
and magazines, e.g. "The following astrology column should be read for entertainment only such predictions have
no basis in scientific fact."
Paul said CSICOP doesn't believe in
censorship and he prefers to see astrology columns on the comic page. There
has been some success in the US. Some
newspapers have begun to carry disclaimers. Paul hopes for a similar campaign
to begin in Australia.
Paul Nichols, barrister and writer,
from Western Australia was the next
speaker. His topic was "The Supernatural and the Law in Australia."
Paul said that the law in the area
of supernatural practices had become
much more complicated after the historical separation of Church and State,
and
the
State lost
control over
religion.
The law stigmatises superstitious
practices as fraud, therefore the telling of fortunes for gain is illegal
whereas astrology columns are acceptable. There are difficulties and a lack
of clarity to the law related to trust
and equity, but the law can and will
ru,d should be invoked in matters of
healing and alternate medicine.
Mark Plummer, lawyer, followed Paul
Nichols. His subject was "Should the
Law be Changed?"
Mark said there was a need for more
regulatory measures concerning paranormal
practices, especially alternate
medicine. He also saw a need for financial disclosures, and regulations covering the prospectuses and expectations
for any course in alternate medicine.
He said alternate medicine often
results in wrong diagnosis and treatment, and that people who had been
"taken in" were embarrassed to expose
their foolishness by laying charges.
In many cases, people convicted of
fraud, clairvoyants and astrologers,
had received bonds or very light sentences. There was a need for reform in
the area of sentencing.
After the lunch break Dr Martin
Bridgstock from the School of Science,
Griffith University, Queensland, and
co-editor
of
"Creationism
An
the SKEPTIC

Australian
Perspective"
discussed
"After the Book - What Next?"
He began by defining "Creationism"
and the aim of creationists to have
their beliefs taught as part of the
science curriculum. This is the main
point at issue .
Dr Bridgstock outlined the research
that he and co-editor Dr Ken Smith had
done for the book. He also told us
about a recent survey
by Professor
Rhonda Jones from James Cook University
about the effects of creationist teaching on 600 students from James Cook. It
seems there is a deal of confusion in
the minds of many students regarding
evolution and creationism.
And after the book - what next? A
second edition and possibly a third.
Alina Holgate covered the topic "The
Presentation of the Paranormal in Australian Women's Magazines". Alina reported on her investigation into the extent and nature of all things paranormal in four popular Australian women's
magazines
Dolly, New Idea, Women's
Weekly and Family Circle.
Dolly, aimed at teenagers, carried
no paranormal articles in the six magazines studied but does run a regular
astrology column.
From six issues of Family Circle
Alina found absolutely nothing - not
even an astrology column - relating to
the paranormal ,
Seven issues of Women's Weekly were
perused. There were two paranormal articles plus a regular astrology column.
continued

Janet de Silva, Sarah Ferber, Alina Holgate.
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However, out of 12 issues of New
Idea, Alina found 36 items dealing with
the paranormal, i.e. three per issue on
average, including a regular astrology
column and 14 advertisements of a paranormal nature.
Overall 1 not too damning a record,
but consensus seems to show there is a
high reader demand for astrology in
women's magazines.
Sarah Ferber,
Doctoral
student,
Melbourne
University,
spoke
on
"Witches, Superstition and Female Power
- An Historical Perspective".
Sarah gave a detailed account of the
ironies and inconsistencies which conceptions of women in relation to the
supernatural revealed in the paste Historically, women were regarded as "perfidious, feeble in mind and body, wicked and more superstitious than men",
and hence were more liable to be seduced by the Devilo Alternatively the fact
that some old women had confessed to
being witches was "impossible" because
of the "stupidity of their old age, the
inconstancy of
their sex, and ficklenesso" This latter was supposed to be a
defence.
Witch trials continued for many centuries, there was widespread belief in
devils, white and black magic, and superstitious practices, mostly associated
with women.
Janet de Silva, science journali st ,
next gave a well-researched talk on
"The TWO Dorises", Doris Collins and
Doris Stokes, well-known British clairvoyants.
Janet suggests their huge success is
partly attributable to their public
images as trustworthy, homely, motherly, humble people.
They have a remar]<able number of
things in common besides their first
names. Both are in their late sixties,
have ample figures, wear long flowing
gowns, have written books about their
"powers" and both do "cold readings".
Dr Don Laycock, linguist, Australian
National University, gave a talk on
language phenomena and ways of faking
language. He described "glossalalia" as
a reversion to infant babbling, whereas
"xenoglossy" is supposed to be the
speaking of a real language, not learnt
in a normal way. Don says he is yet to
find a verifiable example, although he
has investigated many.
Spiritualists in the 19th Century
used both glossalalia and xenoglossy.
the SKEPTIC

He explained that glossalalia can be
learnt by running over and over syllables, periodically changing consonants
and using types of syllables sounding
like a particular language. He gave a
series of interesting examples.
Don then gave an entertaining and
realistic performance of xenoglossy,
with snatches of Japanese, Russian,
German and French. Medium rare!
The afternoon was topped off with a
sparkling performance by Tim Ellis,
magician.
He started with a demonstration of
psychic surgery on a willing victim,
relieving him of a quantity of odd bits
of debris, including a safety pino
After a spine-cleaning operation,
Tim then attempted to cut into an
artery "psychically". Realistic spurts
of blood appeared and he finally withdrew an apparent string of sausages.
Amazing stuff!

Tim Ellis - "Psychic" Surgeon.

After a short talk on "How to be a
Psychic for Fun and Profit", Tim described Uri Geller's techniques, followed up by examples of telepathy using
playing cards and ESP cards and an example of receiving a message blindfolded and writing it on a blackboardo
He finished off with spoon-bending
and psychokinetically moving a block of
balsa wood off the top of a glass and
then off the edge cl a table. It was a
most convincing performance and very
entertaining.
June 1986
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U.S. Skeptics Visit
The Australian Skeptics entered the
International Tours business by circulating American Skeptics groups with a
glossy colour tour brochure urging them
to Come Down Under for a lifetime experience to attend our 2nd National Convention and see Halley's Comet.
The tour group was led by the Chairman of CSICOP, Dr Paul Kurtz. They attended our convention and four official
dinners organized by the Victorian, New
South
Wales, Canberra
and Western
Plains Skeptics. They also viewed the
Comet from the Mt Stromlo and Gilgandra
Observatories.
We organized an intensive sightseeing program for the group, covering
Victoria:
The
Daridenongs, Ricketts
Sanctuary
Cockatoo, Penguin Parade,
Healesville Sanctuary, Melbourne Zoo,
~aptain
Cook's
Cottage,
Fitzroy
Gardens,
and
State
Parliament:
Canberra: Parliament
House, Burbong
Sheep Station, High Court, National
Gallery, three lookouts, Black Mountain
Tower, Botanical
Gardens, and
the
Embassies:
New
South Wales: Cowra
Japanese
Gardens,
Dubbo,
Collie,

Gilgandra,
Gulgong, Blue Mountains,
Sydney Harbor Cruise, Opera House Tour,
City Sights and Kings Cross at night.
The tour was organized to enable
maximum contact between the tour group
and Australian Skeptics.
Australian
Ske9 tics acted as chaffeurs in the
cities and on the drive from Canberra
to Sydney (via Dubbo). This enabled
many Australian Skeptics to have lengthy discussions with Dr Paul Kurtz and
tour
members and to
learn
about
American Skeptics' activities.
After the tour officially ended a
few of the tour group stayed on for
additional sightseeing. One couple went
to Brisbane and Cairns and were entertained by Skeptics in both cities.
Another
woman
from the Bay
Area
Skeptics,
went overland
with Mark
Plummer to
Ayers Rock
and
Alice
Springs.
Many friendships were formed and we
specially thank all Australian Skeptics
who assisted in the organization of the
tour, acting as chaffeurs and tour
guides.

US Visitors and Committee Members.
Typing - Graeme Watt
Type-setting - James Gerrand
Editor - Anne Tuohy
the SKEPTIC
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CSICOP Fellows
At the NSW Branch dinner on April
4th, Professor Paul Kurtz, chairman of
the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal
(CSICOP) , announced Mark Plummer and
Dick Smith had been elected the first
two Australian Fellows of CSICOP.
In 1980, Mark Plummer was the foundation President
of the Australian
Skeptics, and then National President
for the following five and a half
years.
He is best known for his investigative and organisational skills.
It is
less known that Mark has also spent a
great deal of time encouraging young
journalists and fellow
skeptics to
research pseudo-science.

Dick Smith has been a patron of the
Australian Skeptics since its foundation. He sponsored the original visits
of James Randi and Robert Steiner to
Australia. He has also given organisational support and also vigorously promoted the Australian Skeptics even when
attacked by creationists and pseudoscientists.
Mark and Dick join forty-six other
international fellows including - Isaac
Asimov
(author), Antony Flew (philosopher), Martin Gardner (author), Stephen
J:ay Gould
(zoologist) , C .E .M. Hansel
(psychologist) , Paul MacCready (scientist),
James Randi
(magician), Carl
Sagan
(astronomer), B.F. Skinner (psychologist), Robert Steiner (magician).

Barry flilliams, Dick Smith, Paul Kurtz, Mark Plummer.

Skeptics of the Year
At
the annual
meeting
of the
National and State Committees on March
29th, Dr Martin Bridgestock and Dr Ken
Smith were
unanimously
chosen
as
Skeptics of the Year.
They were chosen in recognition of
their work as co-editors of "Creationism - An Australian Perspective".
The book, now in its second edition,
showed the Creation Science Movement in
Australia to be pseudo-scie ntific and
r e ligiously motiv ate d.
the SKEPTIC

It revealed facts about the sevenmember Creation Science Foundation they
were trying to keep secret from their
supporterso
The book took thousands of hours of
research, writing and typesetting and
the Creationists have only been able to
counter with personal attacks on the
authors.
Congratulations Martin Bridgestock
and Ken Smith.
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Creation Science Foundation (C.S.F.)
by Mark Plummer
Update
and Martin Bridistock
DISCONTINUANCE OF PSEUDO-SCIENCE BOOK
John Morris' book "Tracking Those
Incredible
Dinosaurs"
expounds the
theory that dinosaurs and men trekked
the earth together, and is based on
dinosaur tracks and
alleged
human
footprints being found together at the
Palux·y River in Texas.
Since scientists and skeptics investigated and de-bunked the theory the
book's author has abandoned the theory.
Only a few fundamentalists,
includin~
retired psycholinguist Clifford Wilson
and the Rev. Coleman, editor of "New
Life", now propound the theory. Even
the CSF appears to have abandoned the
theory for they have publicly announced
that the book will not be reprinted and
are selling it at a discounted price.
If you collect pseudo-science books
this is a collector's item. To purchase
one of the remaining copies send $7.95
(inc. postage)
to CSF, PO Box 302,
Sunnybank, Qld, 4109.
CSF MAILING LIST
If you are not yet on the mailing
list for
"Creation
Science Prayer
News", we suggest you write now to CSF
to receive their amazing newsletter
FREE.
THE DISAPPEARING MONIES
After we revealed that CSF lost
$92,358 in
failed investments,
we
awaited
their
explanation
with
interest. They only gave scant details.
l•!e wrote to CSF for full details but
did not receive an official reply. Our
letter produced an unexpected result
with an "insider" phoning us with the
details. The insider stated they felt
moved by God to bring the details out
into the open.
CSF invested the monies with Goldcom
International Pty Ltd. Goldcom had two
directors, Lindsay
Keith Bates and
Wendy Elwyn Bates, Investors, of 3
Broad Street. Mansfield, who were appointed on 23rd February, 1982.
A liquidator wa~ appointed on 11th
September, 1984.
The list owing to creditors total
$1,106,554.00 and includes the Creation
Science
Foundation
$85,370.24, and
the SKEPTIC

Trail Pty Ltd $83,689.90. (Trail Pty
Ltd was appointed to provide management
consulting services for the Foundation
in 1984.)
Goldcom International Pty Ltd invested $1,031,959 in the International
Commodity
Traders'
Association
of
Australia.
The International Commodity Traders'
Association of Australia was liquidated
in mid-1984.
CSF balance sheets showed a loss of
$92,358 but Goldcom's list of creditors
only mention CSF as a creditor of
$85,370.24.
We cannot say what happened to the
other $6977.76 at this stage.
"CREATIONISM - AN AUSTRALIAN
PERSPECTIVE" SALES
Most of the second edition has now
been sold and posted. If you wish to
purchase one or more of the remaining
copies send $7.50 (inc. postage) to 3ox
575, Manly NSW 2075.
The disappearing "Directions"
of Mr Powell
There is a widespread impression
that Mr Powell, the Queensland Minister
for Education,
has "directed" that
creationism be taught in Queensland
schools. This is not the case.
In 1983, Creationism was removed
from the Queensland science syllabus.
Mr Powell's action has been to state
his "expectation" that when evolution
is taught (i) it must be taught as a
theory and (ii)
"balance" must be
observed.
Now the nature of scientific theory
is very
clearly
explained in the
Queensland science syllabus, and one
would expect any teacher to present it
in that light" Skeptics John Knight and
Martin Bridgstock wrote to Mr Powell
asking him what "balance" meant. It
turns out that Mr Powell prefers to
leave that to teachers, but explicitly
does not mean equal time.
This
matter is
important. Some
teachers seem to think that they have
to teach creationism. Clearly they do
~ot have to teach creationism.
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PARANORMAL AUSTRALIA
UFO CENTRE MAY GO OUT OF SITE
The WA Unidentified Flying Object
Investigation Centre is in imminent
danger of collapse due to lack of
funds.
"Midland Echo"

-

(UFO g~oup6
✓.su66e11ing

(~vA) 10/ 3/86

th!toughout the walLld
06 ,i_nte~e✓.st
foM
a

CVl.e

and

6und-:S.)

"CURSED" PEARL LINKED TO WA
PLANE CRASH
Two of thr e e men i n a light pla ne ·
crash died in Western Australia on
February 27th while searching for the
sunken passenger ship "Koornbana". The
w:ceck of the "Koornbana" is supposed to
contain the "cursed" Rosence Pearl, a
gem linked with the violent deaths of
seven meno
The plane suffered a double e ngine
failure o
-

"Australian" 1-2/3 / 86

CHRIST IS COMING SOON
the
of
April, 1986 issue
The
that
claims
"Australian Evangelical"
the second coming of Jesus Christ is
about to take place. The writer, Chas
G. Enerson sets out 15 signs but failed
to state the exact date. Australian
churches are proceeding
Evangelical
despite
projects
building
with
paper.
their
in
Enerson's article

STEVE TERBOT PROTEGE AT
FRONT LINES IN MANILA
On February 25th in the bar of the
Manila Hotel the eyes of the world's
rr.edia - two score of reporters, a dozen
took time off from the
cameramen Philipine Revolution and drinking to
journalist
ABC
Australian
Jbserve
Richard Carleton perform the disappe aring hanky trick!
with
stayed
Carleton
(Richard
Robert Steiner, our "Steve Terbot" in
San Francisco in January this year.)
-

"Sydney Morning Herald" 27/2/86

the SKEPTIC

ALICE SPRINGS A CENTRE OF
PSYCHIC ENERGY
Peace
Inner
the
to
According
Movement a lot of special people, quite
s ensitive people, come to the Alice and
be cause they are senstive and there is
a lot of energy they get zapped.
"It is very exciting at first, but
they don't know what has hit them and
can't work with it, so they
they
balance it out by overworking or overdrinking."
-

"Centralian Advocate"

(NT), 19/ 2 / 86

CABINET MINISTERS RESIGNS
(SECRETLY?)
cabi ne t
Au s tralian
senior
"A
minister will resign this month."
Tom Wards, "Post" 13 / 3 / 86

PERTH TO BE DEVASTATED
- LITTLE PEBBLE
William Komm, leader of a Marian
cult based on the NSW south coast, has
prophesied that Perth will be devastated by an earthquake or tidal wave
within two years.
William Komm, also calls himself
attracted up to
"The Little Pebble"
5000 followers to his sacred ground
near Nowra.
He also said Syd n ey ....ould be l evelled by six atomic bombs and Australia
invaded by an energy force to the
North.
He claims to get his messages direct
from the Virgin .'.11ary, Jesus, or God.
-

"Sydney Telegraph" 6/4/86
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FRED NILE AND FOL.
CONTROLS WEATHER

Prometheus Books

After the downpour at the "Gay Mardi
Gras", Fred Nile said members of the
Festival of Light had been praying for
a downfall, and God had intervened to
drown the debauchery.
-

"Sydney Morning Herald" 24/2/86

HUMAN SACRIFICE AT AYERS ROCK
Mrs Brett believes her son David was
willed to his death at Ayers Rock on
Jan.26. She said he wa.s definitely a
human sacrifice. The finding of his
body led to the discovery of Azaria's
jacket.
Mrs Brett asked "How was it he fell
so close to the jacket? We are quite
convinced that whoever was in control
of the mind willed him there.''
- "Centralian Advocate"

a44b~:':.eet.~~hops
(between George & York Streets)
ph (02) 29 1093

(NT), 14/2/86

(Seven.teen people have cli..ed at AyeM
RoQk ~inQe 1958, and the A,Ll,Qe SpJU.ng~
pOUQe Me ~a;u,6 6,i..ed Bttett' ~ death iXto
aQudenta.t. )

BLEEDING CRUCIFIX SEEPS
LINSEED OIL

- "Blue Mountains Gazette"

THREE-SHOPS-IN-ONE!
Abbe1js Bookshop for
111 EVERYMAN'S LIBRARY,
ell DOVER BOOKS,
all LOEB CLASSICS & BRISTOL CLASSICS
all VIRAGO, WOMEN 'S PRESS, PICADOR plus sections
for Crime, Psychology , Music, History, Philosophy,
Reference & Transport .

Penguin Bookshop for

Blue Mountains resident Sean Hampsey
claims a bedroom crucifix has been
seeping "holy oil" and that the oil is
actually the blood of Christ.
Hampsey claimed peop le
annoi n ted
with the "holy oil" would have the ir
sufferings eased and illnesses cured .
Three to four hundred people n ave
visited the Leura property to obt ain
"holy oil" for sick relatives "
A Sydney television crew tested the
"holy oil" and found it was ordinary
linseed oil.
(NSW),
12/2/86

NSW SHADOW MIN ISTER REPLACED
Mr Pickard, NSW shadow spokesperson
on education, announced on April 8th
that he (and supposedly the NSW Liberal
Party) supported the teaching of creationism in NSW Government schools.
He was subsequently dropped from the
shadow cabinet and replaced with Mr
Terry Metherell
who does not support ·
the teaching of creationism in NSW
Government schools.
the SKEPTIC

As President of Prometheus Books,
Paul Kurtz has made the following arrangements
with Abbey's
Specialist
Bookshops.
1. They will carry
every title on
Paul's list in both cloth and paperbacks (except for titles for which
Prometheus do not hold rights).
2. They have a standing order for every
new title so they will be sent to
Abbey's on publication.
Prometheus Books publish books of a
~ceptical and philosophical nature.

all PENGUIN BOOKS from Puffins to Pelicans
including Allen Lane. Viking & Kestrel.
all FABER & FABER BOOKS .
ph (C2) 290 3226 (direct line)

0,cford & Cambridge Bookshop (first floor)
all OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS books
all CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS books.
ph 102) 290 2731 (di rect line)

If you want something more than the lateU best selle1
make

Abb~•s

your bookseller.

Hours :
Mon. to Fri. 8 .30am to 6pm , to 8pm Thurs .. Sat. 9am to 1pm

USE YOOR CREDIT CARD FOR MAIL CRDER.

Bent Spoon Copied
We have had our Bent Spoon Award for
five years and were surprised to read
that journalists Peter Olszewski and
Jackie Burden h ave initiated the Bent
Fork Award for the best cheap eatery in
Melbourne!
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The. evolution 06 Ro-0e.mMy Bn.own
Re.a.ding the. afl.tic.le. a.bou.,t Ro-0e.mMy
~ot.U1 and he.n. ghMti.y c.ompMe.M, I am
-0W1.e. that I n.e.c.a,U, in the. 6,Ui,6t ne.W6pa.pe.n. afl.tic.le. a.botLt he.n., that -0he. -0tate.d that -0 he. had no mU6ic.al tlta.,,i_n,i_ng. It
~ the. -00/1..t 06 £lung you would n.e.me.mbe.n.
be.c.a.U6e. d ~ quae. c.e.ntnal to the.
whole. "my-0ten.y".
Some. ye.aM la.ten. M mon.e. "n.e.c.uve.d"
mU6ic.al c.ompo-0~on-0 we.n.e. n.e.ve.ale.d to
the. c.ne.duloU6 me.dia., -0he. WM n.e.pon.te.d
to have. had only a. c.ouple. 06 ye.aM 06
mU6ic. lu-0 oM.
I have. be.e.n pn.e.dic.ting 6011.. -0ome. time.
that we. would e.ve.ntua,U,y Mnd that -0he.
hM a. love.II.. who ~ a. mU6ic.ia.n and a.
-0tude.nt 06 c.ompo-0~on (-0inc.e. c.ompo-0ing
in the. -0t.yle. 06 e.Mlie.n. c.ompo-0e.M ~ an
e.xen.we. -0e.t by -0ome. te.a.c.he.M 06 c.ompo-0~on).
It -0e.e.~ I may be. wn.ong M -0he. now
a.dmiu belonging to a. mU6ic.al hoU6e.hold
and bung a c.ompe.te.nt mU6ic.ia.n and
pia~t.
I6 I have. n.e.me.mbe.n.e.d the. eve.nu
c.onne.c.ti.y ove.n. the. ye.aM , the.n M6 Bnown
~ not jU6t de.c.uving he.Me.l6 bu.,t e.ve.n.yo ne. e.a e. inte.ntio na.Uy, and the.n.e. ~ a
he.U 06 a. di66e.n.e.nc.e..
It would be. ve.n.y inte.n.e.-0ting and
in-0tnuc.tive. i6 -0ome.one. who hM a.c.c.e.M
to a. new-0pa.pen. c.tLtting libn.My c.ould go
thnough all the. pn.u-0 c.tLtting-0 on t ~
woman and -0e.e. how the. -0ton.y e.volvu
oven the. ye.aM.
John Winc.k.le.
Cl a.n.i6ying EiMte.in'-0 Ge.ne.n.al The.any
AUow me. to attempt a.n explanation
o 6 EiMte.in '-0 Gene.Ml The.any o 6 Relativdy 6011.. Jim t~oolnough ("the. Sk.e.ptic.",
Vol.6,No.1,
Fe.b' 36).
On. Woolnough
d~en.ve.-0
c.omme.ndat.ion {on admitting
6Mnk.ly ~ c.on6U6ion in "the. Sk.e.ptic.".
I do not k.now whe.the.n. he. hM tn.ie.d
~ n g to -0c.ie.nfuu on the. -0pe.e.d 06
pn.o paga.ti.on o 6 gn.a.vity, bu.,t a.n inc.n~~ ing 6lood 06 c.nank. le.tte.M on n.e.la;t,i,~~ty hM fuc.oU!tClge.d them 6n.om n.e.µly~ng
e.ve.n to -0e.n-0ible., in e.le.me.ntMtJ, que.n.iM. TIU/2 n.e.tic.enc.e. ~ both ine.vita.ble.
and un6on.tunate.; howe.ve.n., then.e. Me. many
good te.xu on n.elativity 6011.. the. layman, and I hope. the. 6oUowing will
help:
the SKEPTIC

Relativity: A PopulM ExpM~on, by
Ew:te.in lu. .m-0 e.l 6 (Me.:thue.n, 1952 l
What ~ Relativity, by L. V. Landon and
G.B. Rume.n. (Oliven-Boyd, 1960)
Relativity and iu Roou, by B. Ho66ma.n
(Sc.ie.nti6ic. Ame.n.ic.an Book.-0, 1983)
Spac.e., Time. and Gtr.clvitat.ion, by A.S.
Eddington (Cambn.idge., 7923).
The. pn.oble.m with ~ g on te.c.hnic.al :topi~ 6011.. the. inte.n.ute.d non--0pe.c.ia,u.,6t ~ that, n.e.gMdl~-0 o 6 how good
an e.xpo-0iton. the. atLthon. be., the. Mgume.nu m~t be. -0impli6ie.d. One. o 6 the.
t>10-0:t powen.6ul e.xplic.ative. tooa ~ the.
u1e. 06 analogy. Howe.ve.n., one. c.an only
pu-0h a.n analogy -00 6M be.6011..e. d bn.e.a.M
douJn - on. it would no:t be. an analogy at
all, bu.,t :the. obj e.c.:t unden. c.o Mide.tr.cltio n
in the. 6,Ui,6t pla.c.e.. TIU/2 liu be.hind
mMt c.on6U6ion.
I
c.annot, aao, ~xpla.in
:to Dn.
Woolnough what ~ go~g on withou.,t
involving c.unve.d -0 pa.c.e., bu.,t I c.an d!tClw
an analogy valid at ; t ~ le.ve.l, whic.h I
hope. 1/JU.l c.la.n.i6y :the. -0duation. F,Ui,6t,
gene.Ml n.elat.ivity ~ U6e.6uUy in:ten.pn.e.te.d M meaning that the. pn.ue.nc.e. o 6
a mM,.\ fut.ow the. -0pa.c.e.-.ume. Mound
it. Although :the. the.any "mixu" :the. 011e.
time. dime.Mio n with the. thn.e.e. -0 pa.c.e.
dime.Mio M, we. -0ha.U not ne.e.d the. mixing pn.ope.n.ty to an-0we.n. Dn. Woolnough'-0
-0pe.c.il)ic. µoinu and -0ha.U n.e.6e.n. to
-0pac.e. and time. -0e.pMately. Ne.xt, -0impli6!J by -0upp0-0ing that obje.c.u move. in
only :t;;Jo 11..a:the.n. :than :thn.e.e. -0pac.e. dime.n-0ion-0; :the. ide.M n.e.ma.in the. -0 a.me..
Oun :t;;Jo-dime.n-0ional -0pa.c.e. c.an be.
c.a Mide.n.e.d lik.e. a. -0 he.e.t a 6 e.lMtic.
mate.n.ial e.qua.Uy -0:t.n.e.tc.he.d in bo:th
din.e.c.tioM, and e.ntin.e.ly 6lat in :the.
ab-0 e.nc.e. o6 mM-0 u • Now ma de.l the. -0 un b!J
dn.opping a ba.U be.Ming on to the. mate.11..ial. It 1/JU.l fu to n.t downwMd-0 -0 o M
to -0uppon.t :the. mM-0, and ~ de.6011..me.d
into a c.Wtve.d ~un6a.c.e.. The. e.a.n.th ~
mode.Ue.d by a muc.h lighten. mM-0 - -0a.y a.
table. te.n~ ba.U - whic.h will, i 6
n.e.le.M e.d at the. night -0 pe.e.d in the.
night din.e.c.tion, de.-0c.nibe. a. wc.ulM
on.bit Mound the. ba.U be.Ming at a
uni6on.m futa.nc.e. on.am d (ignon.e. 611..ic.tion: in n.e.ali:ty the.n.e. ~ nothing to
-0low the. e.a.n.th down). Although d ~
hMd to pie.tune., the. -0ame. Mgume.nt,
inc.ne.M e.d to thn.e.e. dime.MioM , ~ a.
6a.in. duc.n.iption o 6 what a.c.tua.Uy
happe.M.
June 1986
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Now -0uppo-0e. :the. ba£1. be.a.Jung -0udde.nly c.e.Me.d :to e.w:t. The. :table. :te.nru.1.>
baLe. would no:t be. aUWte. o 6 :thb.. 6ac.:t
iM:tan:tane.oMly, but would only 6ind
out whe.n :the. !U.pplu, c.aMe.d in :the.
e.lM:tic. -0he.e.:t by :the. fuappe.all.aY!c.e.,
ll.e.ac.he.d it. In a -0.-i.mLe.M way :the. e.all.:th
would only know i6 :the. -0un fuappe.Me.d
-0ome. lime. a6;te.l!WMM. Relativity -0ay-0
:that :the. -0 pe.e.d o 6 light ,,v., :the. unive.M e.1 -0 -0pe.e.d limlt - an M-0e.'1.:tion no:t
made. Mb.U:Jtall.ily, but bac.k.e.d up by
e.xpe.ll.ime.n:tal data - and gll.avity ,,&., no
e.xc.e.ption :to :the. limit.
I 6 :the. ball be.M i.ng we.ll.e. :to wo bble.
-0ligh,tR.Jj, :the. oil.bit o 6 :the. :table. :te.nru.1.>
ball would ~o wobble. bee.a.Me. 06 :the.
induc.e.d !U.pplu in :the. e.lMlic. -0he.e.:t.
Although :the. :table. :te.nw ball 60Uow-0
:the. !U.pplu c.a.Me.d by :the. ball be.all.ing
-0ome. :time. pll.e.vioM.f.y, it -0:tiU dou no:t
e.ve.'1. 'te.ac.h :the. ball be.all.ing oil. move.
inde.QinJ.;te.ly fu:tan:t 6Mm it; :the. oil.bit
ll.e.main-0 be.-twe.e.n c.e.ll.:tain 6ixe.d ~ The. -0ame. appliu :to :the. -0un and :the.
e.c.Jt:th •
Con:tll.all.y :to Vil. Woolnough'-0 M-0e.ll.:tion, e.xpe.lU.me.nu c.an be. done. on gMvity
( by whic.h I M-0ume. he. me.an-0 :tuling
ge.ne.ll.al ll.e.lalivity,
'1.a:the.ll.
:than
Ne.w:ton'-0 -0imple.ll. :the.oll.y whic.h it -0ub-0umu, and whic.h ,,&., :tu:te.d by liming
:the. 6all 06 obje.w l. Tlte.y Me. admUte.dly ve.ll.y di6 Mc.uU :to pe.ll.ooll.m, bu.:t -00
6M :the.y -0uppoll.:t ge.ne.11.al ll.e.lalivity.
One. ,,&., :the. bending o 6 a be.am o 6 light
M it gou pM:t a mM-0ive. obje.c.:t. ThM
c.an be. unde.M:tood M 6ollow-0: obvioMly
light hM e.ne.ll.g y and :the.ll.e. ooll.e., by
E=mc. 2, ,,v., e.quivale.n:t :to mM-0. JM:t M a
-0mall mM-0 pM je.c.:te.d on oU/f. e.lMlic.
-0he.e.:t de.via.tu oil.am a -0:tll.aight :tll.aje.c.:toll.y ne.M :the. ball. be.all.ing, -00 hM light
be.en ob-0e.ll.ve.d :to be.nd M it pM-0U ne.M
:the. -0un. The. 6iM:t -0uc.h e.xpe.ll.ime.n:t,
c.all.lU.e.d Jut in 1919, :took. plac.e. dUIU.ng
an e.c.up6 e., -0 o :that :the. -0:ta.'1.lig h:t Me. d
c.ame. M c.lo-0e. :to :the. -0un M poMible.
( 60'1. maximum e.6 6e.c.:t) while. ll.e.maining
v,,&.,ible.. Iu -0UC.C.U-0 WM c.ll.Uc.ial :to :the.
ac.c.e.p:tanc.e. o 6 . ge.ne.ll.al ll.e.lalivity.
Mode.ll.n e.xpwme.nu hope. ac.:tually :to
de.:te.c.:t wavu
o 6 gll.avity, and may
alll.e.ady have. done. -00.
Fina.Uy, it ,,v., pll.e.we.ly bee.a.Me.
g/f.av.Uy de.Uve.M no e.ne.ll.gy :to :the. e.o.JLth
:that it ,i,J., no:t II Me.d up", and :the. gMvitalional e.66e.c.:t 06 :the. -0un ,,&., 6eLt -in
:the. e.o.JLth'-0 -0hadow. No e.ne.ll.gy i-0 Me.d
up in k.e.e.ping :the. .:table. :te.nru.1.> ball in
the SKEPTIC

oil.bit Mound :the. be.a.Jung e.i:the.ll., and
:the. e.la-6:tic. -0he.e.:t ,,v., -0:tiU fu:tofL..te.d
be.yond it.
In:te.ll.u:te.d quulioM -0uc.h M VJt
Woolnough' -0 Me. ve.'1.y we.U, but individ~ who
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OVERSEAS SKEPTICS NEWS.

New Zealand Skeptics
We are pleased to announce the New
Zealand Skeptics have now been formally
established.
Their statement of aims are based on
the aims of the Australian Skeptics.
We look forward to working closely
with the NZ Skeptics as there has been
many interchanges of "psychics" between
the t¼u countries, and many international jet-setting "psychics", "spiritualists" and "clairvoyants" have visited
both countries on the same tour. A frequent interchange of information will
assist in the investigation of such
people.
The NZ Committee is-

Chairman: Dr David Marks, psychologist,
University of Otago
Secretary: Dr Dennis Dutton, School of
Fine Arts, Canterbury University
Treasurer:
Professor Bernard Howard,
Lincoln College, Canterbury
Committee: Mr Roy Carr, Auckland, Mr
Kerry Chamberlain, Massey University,
Dr Jim Woolnough, Auckland
The first national convention will
be in Dunedin August 9-lOth. We have
been invited to attend this convention.
If you will be in New Zealand at
tr.is time or are considering that longpostponed holiday to NZ please contact
us as soon as possible.

CSICOP's 1986 Boulder Conference
Over 1000 skeptics attended the 1986
conference of our parent organization,
the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal
(CSICOP) in Boulder, Colorado.
We
were
represented
by
Phil
McKerracher who spoke on our relation-

ships with the media.
We also set up a display and sold
back issues of "the Skeptic" and other
material.
CSICOP's 1987 conferenc will be held
in April at Los Angeles.

EXISTENTIALIST SOCIETY

LECTURES: First Tuesday of each month,
Theatrette,
9
8pm,
Royal Society
Franklin
St)
Victoria
St,
(cnr.
Melbourne. Visitors are welcome. Admission is free. Questions and discussion
are encouraged following the lectures.
1 July- Dr Rusi Kahn, "Three Views of
Death: Fragments of Literary History."
5 Aug
Phil Kent, "Philosophy as
Therapy."
2 Sept - Sean Kelly, "Self-deception
and Bad Faith: The Difference . "
7 Oct - Dr Jocelyn Dunphy, "The Post
Modern and Music."
4 1'-lov - Michael Janover, "Nietzsche and
the Idea of Perspective."
2 Dec - Dr Robin Small, "Creation and
Infinity."
1987
3 Feb - Joe Rubinstein, "An Existential
Analysis of Libertarianism."
3 Mar
Mr
John Howes,
"Kant on
Morality and Religion."
7 Apr
Dr
Frank
Graham,
"Has
Psychology Become the New Religion?"

For those who question life's meaning and purpose. For those who despairingly ponder whether one can live without self-deception, or without hedonistic "escapes"; yet who, despite the
anguish of life's futility and meaninglessness, still
seek
purpose
and
authentic existence.
For those interested in the ideas of
Satre, Camus, Heidegger, Kierkegaard,
Nietzsche,
de
Beauvoir,
Marcel,
Jaspers, Tillich, Dostoyevsky, Buber,
Laing, Berdynev, Kafka, Stirner, etc.
ENQUIRIES: David Miller, Secretary, PO
Box 162, Ferntree Gully, Vic. 3156,
Tel.486 1575 AH
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An Evening at Home
Mel Dickson's home, to be precise.
On Saturday, 17th May, 1986, Dr
Dickson hosted a meeting of the Sydney
MENSA group at which Brian Mccusker,
a
retired Professor of Physics at the
University of Sydney, was guest speaker. Professor Mccusker has appeared in
these columns before in connection with
claims of levitation. Dr Dickson, as a
National Committee
member
of
the
Australian Skeptics, had invited several other skeptics to attend, including
myself.
The first two-thirds of Professor
McCusker's talk consisted of an accurate description of the evolution of
physics, beginning from the formulation
of the Copernican hypothesis that the
earth goes round the sun. This was
eventually accepted
after Galileo's
construction and use of a telescope for
observing the moons of Jupiter; emphasis was made that opponents of the
Copernican view refused to look through
the instrument.
Following
a tour
tlirou<Jll
19th
Century atomism, we reached quantum
mechanics, the staggeringly successful
theory of subatomic particles formulated in the 1920s.
Quantum mechanics is a probabilistic
theory: it does not predict what will
happen in any one run of an experiment,
but only gives the relative frequencies
with which the different possible outcomes will be observed in many runs.
In 1964, J.S. Bell, a theoretician
working at the CERN
laboratory in
Geneva, apparently showed that
any
theory incorporating three well tried
assumptions would conflict with the
predictions of quantum mechanics.
The first assum9tion is Einstein
locality, which states that no event
can influence a separate one occurring
before signals travelling at the speed
of light from the first event can reach
it. The second is the
validity of
inductive reasoning, that it is acceptable to extrapolate on the basis of
known information. The third is called
realism. Usually we are forced to use
probability because of our ignorance;
for example, if we know only that one
of three prisoners is to be released,
we assign each a release probability
the SKEPTIC

by Anthony Garrett

Professor

Mccusker

1/3. However,
if we have the extra
information that one particular prisoner is to be released, probability concepts are
irrelevant.
A realistic
theory is one in which, given all relevant information, exact non-probabilistic prediction can be made. Einstein
believed that quantum mechanics was
incomplete,
in that extra information
which we do not currently know how to
gather would turn it into a realistic
theory. Renunciation of any of these
assumptions entails a revolution at the
very heart of physics.
Experiments have now confirmed the
correctness of quantum mechanics in the
realm where doubt was possible, so it
appears that at least one of the three
assumptions must be wrong. Moreover, an
ingenious experiment performed in Paris
by Alain Aspect ruled out the possibility of Einstein locality being responsible. Nor do we wish to renounce
inductive reasoning, on which all of
science is based. Thus it seems that
quantum mechanics is intrinsically non-realistic: no matter what information
we gather, we can only predict probabilistically.
continued
June 1986
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Professor Mccusker ignored an important flaw in Bell's logic, though in
fairness it is not well known. Perhaps
there is a fourth assumption, sufficiently ingrained in our thinking that
it has automatically been made in constructing the class of theories in conflict with quantum mechanics, which is
violated. The other three assumptions
could then remain intact.
After all, it took nearly forty
years from the birth of quantum theory
to isolate these three! However, in
informal discussion after the talk,
Professor Mccusker refused to entertain
even the possibility of a fourth assumption, holding to the failure of realism and suggesting the idea was a
"defence mechanism" of mine. Certainly
I would want to defend threehypotheses
of such proven usefulness until convinced there is no alternative. In any
case, realism works very well in everyday, Newtonian physicso

Central to quantum mechanics is the
concept
of observation. In quantum
theory,
in contrast
to
Newtonian
physics, observers are part of the
game: their interaction with a system
when making measurements upon it affects the outcome. Professor Mccusker
made a leap of breathtaking magnitude
by inferring from this that we should
study the observers (us), and then
plunging into the realms of transpersonal psychology.
Rather we should study the observation process. No mention was made of
Hugh Everett's interesting and useful
1957 work, in which a system described
by quantum mechanics is imagined as
divided in two, and it is deduced what
is meant by saying that one part is
"observing" the other.
Instead we were offered a hymn to
the praises of one Ken Wilber, apparently the latest in a series of thinkers stretching back thousands of years
who have evolved the notion that there
are precisely nine levels of consciousness. These begin with matter and proceed through life, mind and the spirito
Physics is intrinsically limited by
being the science of only the first
level. It would have been easier to
take
these
claims
seriously
had
Professor Mccusker not claimed in previous talks that there were only eight
levels.
the SKEPTIC

In the question-and-answer session
following the talk, Professor Mccusker
took strong (spirited?) exception to
the idea that it is the observation
process rather than the observer which
warrants closer attention, and that a
non sequitur had occurred at that stage
in his talk.
He gave every appearance of being
more interested in scoring debating
points than in searching for truth, and
to that effect made an unprofessional
aside about the competence of the physicists in the audience, avoided unpalatable
questions, and
referred
to
Skepticism as a "scientistic religion",
placed "marginally above fundamentalist
Christianity", with adherents tending
to be "right wing". He also claimed to
have a physical age under 28. Chipper
he may be, but not that chipper! His
parting shot to me after an informal
discussion on levitation was to opine
that I was a "religious maniac". He is
entitled to his viewso
Professor Mccusker also claimed he
had his own "quite simple" explanation
of Bell's conundrum which he would
shortly write up, and which, quite pro-'
perly if unfraternally, he refused to
share with me.
(I made it clear I am
also a physicist.) For an individual
who rejects realism without a qualm, no
further explanation is needed; nevertheless, I look forward to reading this
paper once it has undergone the usual
process of peer review.
One matter was at least cleared up
following the talk. In January, 1985,
Professor Mccusker claimed on ABC radio
that a course of levitation was run in
Sydney with a 90% success rate o In several letters and after at least one
talk, Mccusker has failed to answer
Skeptics' queries as to its location
(see "The Skeptic, Vol.5 No.2 p7-8 and
No.3 p27-8) o After this talk he finally
obliged and identified it to fellow
skeptic Ian Bryce and myselfo It is the
Trascendental Meditation organisation
of which the leader, Byron Rigby, stated in a 1981 letter that levitation was
not a claim made in the teaching of TM
and "if it turns out that the "flying"
techniques can enable people to lift
for a sustained period then I would be
as interested and intrigued as you".
Curious.
continued
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Above all, Professor Mccusker placed
great store in personal experience.
"Have you done this? - try it!" was a
comment heard repeatedly. He suggested
it to me as a way of confirming levitation, and challenged us both to take
this course, suggesting that refusal
would be
akin to the
actions of
Galileo's
opponents in not looking
through the telescope.
He would not concede that just one
demonstration of levitation (I suggested he do it on the spot) would strengthen his case as a hundred lecturers
could never do, and did not appreciate
that such a demonstration would actually be more convincing than taking the
course ourselves - after all, we might
be in the unlucky 10%!.

There is no excuse for a professional scientist overtly refusing to acknowledge such
elementary points of
logic. It is Professor Mccusker who can
rightfully be compared with Galileo's
wilfully blind opponents. He is entirely free to engage in such self delusion
but he is not entitled to delude
others.
To this end, the media, which love
unorthodox scientists, ought more often
to bear in mind the overwhelming successes of predictive science, repeated
all over the world every day. For every
Mccusker, there are hundreds of orthodox scientists. Perhaps it is not too
hard to guess why.
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Halley's Comet And the Paranormal
by Mark Plummer
Did you get "comet neck" from viewing the comet? If so, join "Roll on
2062" from Greensborough, Victoria in
his proposed compensation claim, for
neck injuries, against the Government
of Victoria.
Would you like a gold certificate
testifying you have seen the Comet, and
your name placed on record with the
National Library? If so, send $12 to
the Halley's Comet Viewers' Association
of Australia (next meeting, 2062).
Perhaps we have all seen Halley's
Comet for the last time if Mark Haeles
has his way. Mark Haeles of PO Box
5911, Morley, WA,
placed a public
notice in a Western Australian newspaper formally laying claim to the
Comet.
Or perhaps you believe the Comet has
a meaning beyond the capability of
materialistic science. If so, you are
in
the company
of
a number
of
Australians who gave a variety of views
of the Comet.
First was
"Thomas" who modestly
refrained from divulging his second
name. Writing in the the Australian
Astrological Monthly Review, "Thomas"
presented his astrological view of the
Comet. He suggested that
comets were
possibly destined to become an important part of the solar family, and were
"embryonic planets". He also suggested
that they heralded the birth of a spiritual prodigy.
Writing before the 1st of April, he
suggested that as the Comet conjoins
Mars and the Moon in 3 degrees Capricorn on 1st April, we could expect a
considerable earth disturbance in India
or the Indian Ocean around that date.
James Beck, of the Atherton Tablelands writing after the event, said
Halley's Comet may have been the cause
of the Mexico City earthquake on 20th
September, 1985, when it reached its
"stationary point" before going retrograde 3 degrees Cancer.
Skeptic, Laurie Hall, wrote to the
"Atherton
Tablelander" newspaper, a
fortnight later pointing out Halley's
went retrograde on 7th September, not
20th September, and it was in the constellation of Orion, not Cancer!

Many astrologers
and astronomers
were called on to give opinions, and
often the difference between the t-wo
was not made clear.
On Saturday, 3rd May, one Melbourne
TV news called the Director of the
Melbourne Planetarium, Dr Robin Hurst,
an "astrologer", but quickly issued a
correction at the end of the bulletin.
One suspects rumblings from the Planetarium if a correction had not been issued.
Interestingly enough
my personal
astrologer, Anita Walker, followed her
intuition and made her observations
when the Comet was first visible, and
not when it was closest. She told me
the astronomers had failed to predict
the tail would disappear when the Comet
was closest.
The Phillip
Island Shire (Vic),
believed the Comet might cause enormously high tides, six feet higher than
usual in Westernport Bay, and swamp the
lower sections of the
island. The
Newhaven Yacht Club warned members to
remove their boats from the marina when
the Comet was near.
I invited Dr Paul Kurtz to put his
life on the line by coming down to
Phillip Island with me. He accepted,
and we survived!
While we were at Phillip Island,
several couples went to Mudgee (NSW) to
make love in the open, under the Comet,
in the belief that the Comet had the
powers to make childless couples fertile. Mudgee was chosen on account of
its high quality wine and honey.
I was keen to scientifically observe
this ritual but had a prior engagement.
A nurse from the local maternity clinic
in Mudgee, said with the number of
pregnancies they get they found they
didn't need a comet to conceive in
Mudgee.
Dr Dayal Wickramasinghe of the ANU
suggested Darwinian theory should be
modified to take account of the possibility that the origins of life and the
stimulus for evolution may have come
from comets like Halley's.
Clergy got into the act. The Very
Reverend Lana Shilton said; "The present fascination with Halley's Comet
continued
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shows the deep desire of most people to
know what exists outside of themselves,
beyond their limits of time and space .
It expresses a longing for the supernatural."
The Australian Evangelical magazine
editorial compared the return of the
Comet with the return of Jesus Christ,
and called · for the Comet to "move
over".
The "Sydney Morning Herald" quoted
eight theologians on the Comet. Their
quotes included that the Comet points
to the majesty of God, the proof of a
Supreme Architect, "a sign", and God
creating order out of chaos.
Hazel Gillanders in the "New Life"
newspaper journeyed to her backyard and
up a ladder to see the Comet. She used
73 lines writing about the Lord and
only one line to mention her observation of Halley's Comet.

Journalist, Lawrence Money, called
the Comet an over-hyped cosmic smudge,
while another journalist Robert Haupt,
completed a science assignment set by
his science teacher twenty-five years
earlier, to report on the Comet.
He
wrote it was easy to be underwhelmed by
it in this electronic age. He said when
you thought about its previous visits
(27 since Caesar) and the alarms set
off by its excursions, you do begin to
wonder.
I saw the Comet first from Mount
Stromlo, then from Dubbo, then from
Ayers Rook and finally from Coober
Pedy. At Coober Pedy I positioned the
binoculars for a person young enough to
see it in 2062, viewing it for the
first time. When I saw that person's
excited reaction, I knew
that the
excitement and wonderment of direct
observation in science, will always
hold its own against any paranormal or
pseudoscientific
postulation.

Telescope to View Halley's Comet

•
499s
Be sure not to miss the "once in a lifetime" visit of
Halley's Comet I The powerful 50x lens offers an opportunity to look at this famous comet as it passes the
world's best vantage point, here in Australia, before
leaving on it's 76-year orbit! Ideal for budding
astrologers, and very easy to use.

An advertisement from a Brisbane advertising
catalogue
hope
the
"astrologers" had a good view.

SKEPTICS SURVEY
In
our February
issue of "the
Skeptic" we included a consumer survey.
Please fill in and return it to us so
we are able to change and improve our
magazine to suit the
majority
of
subscribers.
the SKEPTIC

HELP WANTED
We are in urgent need of the use of
a word processing facility, with printout capacity, for future i .ssues of "the
Skeptic" . If you are able to help,
please contact us at GPO Box 1555P,
Melbourne, Vic. 3001.
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THE OTHER QUOTE BOOK
in support of evolution

234 quotations demonstrating the widespread and confident acceptance
of evolution as the best explanation for the origin of the species,
and the unscientific, disreputable nature of creation science.

Isaac Asimov
Ken Ham
John Mackay
Pope John Paul II
Stephen Jay Gould
Michael Archer

Written,
compiled, and
designed by
A.G. Wheeler

To obtain your copy:
send $5.00 (includes postage),
with your name and address, to
18 Noreen Street, .Q!.
Chapel Hill,
Queensland 4069.
the SKEPTIC

Dr A.G. Wheeler

Dept. of Physiology & Pharmacology,
University of Queensland,
St Lucia, Queensland 4067.
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